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Judith’s smile was less bitter and the hatred in her eyes somehow faded. She said
with a wry voice. “Adam, I’m fine. I really am. Let’s go on looking for a place!
“School will start in two months. There isn’t much time left for us to settle down
on everything related to the kids’ schooling. “All kinds of documents are required
in the relevant procedure. Usually, kids go to school near their places. So, we
have to find a place with a school nearby. Though it’s more expensive, it will be
easier for my mom to pick up the kids.” “Alright, as you wish! Let’s go then!”
Adam said with a smile. He suddenly saw a bubble tea shop at the roadside. Adam
glanced at Judith and gave her a crafty smile. “Judy, treat me to a cup of iced
bubble tea. What we had just now was too salty.” “Sure. Let’s go in and take a
look.” Judith’s mood gradually lightened. After going into the bubble tea shop,
both Adam and Judith chose a flavor they liked. There were some stickers of
yellow smiling faces available at the counter. On a whim, Adam put one on
Judith’s fair forehead. Adam smiled at Judith. His handsome face was always
soothing. Adam was tall and slender. His body was well-proportioned. He was
stylish and even his low profile haircut looked elegantly unique. Adam could
always stand out from the crowds. Looking at Judith’s refreshing smiling face,
Adam said, “Judy, from now on, you should be as happy as it looks.” “Got it!”
Judith drew a smiling face in the air with her finger. What happened today was an
exception. Judith wouldn’t be easily upset anymore. The two employees in the
bubble tea shop looked at Adam and Judith enviously. They were such a perfect
match! Adam and Judith slowly walked out of the bubble tea shop under the
envious gaze of the two employees. As the breeze blew by, Judith’s beautiful hair
drifted back and forth, making her face hazy under her hair. On Judith’s
exquisitely made-up face, a pair of beautiful eyes, as bright as stars, was smiling.
“Adam, the iced drink is refreshing! But the bubble tea doesn’t taste so good.”
Judith had her mood under control. Judith smiled gently as usual. “Yep, kind of.
But I never drank bubble tea before I met you. Now bubble tea has taken over my
life. Judy, why don’t you take over my life as well?” Adam said half-jokingly.
Adam thought the bubble tea was rather good, only less savory than what he
usually had. Judith rolled her eyes at him. “Adam, you can’t make fun of that.
How can I take over your life? It’s your future wife’s job!” When Adam heard this,
he felt upset. Judith could only see him as a friend and family, but not a lover. No
matter how straightforward Adam was, Judith wouldn’t take it seriously. What
on earth should he do? “Adam, there’s an agency here. Let’s go and see if there’s
anything suitable.” Judith took a sip of the bubble tea, pointed over, and walked
to the agency. As Judith and Adam got closer, they found that the glass wall was
covered with photos, prices, and positions of the apartments. Adam and Judith
took a glance, yet none of those apartments was suitable. But it was just the first
agency they had ever gone to, so Judith was not discouraged. Judith and Adam
kept looking for a suitable place until after 10 at night, but they could not find
one. Some were too far while some were on the wrong floors. Judith had to take
the apartment seriously. She couldn’t be sloppy about it. Judith was also happy
to have a place of her own. She had always been dreaming of settling down all
these years.



Wearing the stilettos, Judith couldn’t walk any longer. She was starving as well.
So Adam and Judith only went back after they had something to eat.
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The next day was Saturday, and Judith planned to get up at nine o’clock.
She would then have breakfast and go on looking for a suitable place. Yet
Judith forgot to turn off the alarm clock and thus woke up at eight. Judith
had to get up. After washing up, she changed into a set of sportswear and
was going to jog for an hour in the morning. Judith wouldn’t get fat even
if she ate a lot. But once she got time, she would still go jogging. In her
spare time, Judith would get trained in combat sports as well, to
strengthen her body. Judith was healthier than she had been seven years
ago. When Judith was in Kimshire, on the weekend, she would take her
three kids to do morning exercise along with her mother. Those were the
good old days that Judith would never forget. When Judith was going

downstairs, her phone rang.

Judith saw the caller ID. She smiled happily at once. Answering the
phone, Judith said, “Mom!” “Judy, I thought you would sleep late on
weekends.” Judith couldn’t help but chuckle. She complained a little, “I
was going to sleep late, but I forgot to turn off the alarm clock. So, now
I’m going out jogging.” “It’s good to exercise more. You have to take
good care of yourself since you are in Mayfield alone! Don’t worry about
Lucas and Emily. They’re doing well! Alissa took Eric again today for
some special event. You don’t need to worry about them. You can take
your time looking for a place. I still have some savings. If you don’t have
enough money for a good location, I can back you up.” When Judith

heard this, she was moved. “Mom, how can I let you pay? I’ve got some

savings and shares over the years. I should be able to buy a place for
five.” “What are you talking about? You are my baby girl. I will always



back you up. Judy, listen to me. People don’t spend much money at my
age. You may use my money if you need it. You have to find a place near
the school. It will be easier to pick up the kids from school.” Judith could
tell that her mother was unhappy. She smiled and said, “Mom, if I don’t
have enough money, I’ll let you know.” “That’s my girl. Take care of
yourself. When you find a place, I’ll take the three kiddos back.” Her
mom’s loving voice always warmed Judith’s heart. The two chatted for a
bit more before hanging up. Judith smiled brightly. Anyone could tell her
happiness from her face. Judith ran along the river behind the community.
There were very few cars on this road and many people were jogging in
the morning. Judith had been living in Mayfield for more than ten years.
Though she had been away for seven years, she was still familiar with the
city. She kept jogging forward with a faint smile. In the crowds, her
elegant figure stood out. Frank also had the habit of jogging in the
morning. His villa was not far from the company, and he would also jog
in the morning on weekends.

To his surprise, Frank met Judith. When Frank recalled that Judith had

left without saying goodbye yesterday, his eyes turned cold. Frank tried
to ignore Judith, but as he got closer to her, he couldn’t help but stop in
front of Judith. Judith saw Frank. Having recalled what happened
yesterday, Judith’s heart beat faster. She looked up at Frank nervously.
Frank’s face was still as cold as ever. He stared at Judith coldly. Judith
was used to Adam’s gentleness and friendliness. She was very
unaccustomed to Frank, who was as cold as an iceberg. Frank stared at
her coldly, making her feel as if she had committed a heinous crime.

Frank did not speak. The atmosphere became very awkward. Judith could
not stand the embarrassment. She smiled and said, “Mr. Taylor, are you
jogging as well?”
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To be honest, Judith was quite surprised to see Frank here. She assumed
that people like him had their own gym equipment at home, so they did
not need to exercise outdoors. “Yes,” Frank replied indifferently.
Somehow, Frank was happy to meet Judith here. He was even a little
ecstatic. Last night, he had been thinking about how sad and upset Judith

had been the other day and that Adam had comforted her gently. He felt
so jealous that he couldn’t sleep for the entire night. What was wrong

with him? He only met this woman once! Her sad face made him feel

agitated. But when he saw Judith this morning, all the negative feelings
he had disappeared. He knew where these strange feelings came from.
The woman in front of him might have been the girl he had been looking
for. He had a very strong feeling. Frank had a lot going on in his mind,
but he maintained an indifferent face. His gaze shifted from her face to

the mole on the back of her hand. Jodie had a mole in the same place.
The morning sunshine was gentle, and a light breeze was blowing. Frank
looked even more handsome under the sunshine. Thinking about how she

got along well with Adam and how she smiled in front of Adam, Frank
suddenly felt a bit annoyed. He said coldly. “Ms. White, 1 helped you

yesterday. How about treating me to breakfast?” When Frank heard what

he had said, he was shocked! It was not what he had wanted to say! He
had wanted to say goodbye to Judith.

Then, he would walk past her pretending not to care at all. This was his
style! However, what had he just done? Judith was stunned. She looked
at Frank in surprise. She didn’t expect that Frank still remembered what
had happened yesterday. However, it was acceptable if she could return
the favor by treating him to breakfast. She didn’t like owing people
favors. She already owed a debt of gratitude to Adam and Alissa. She
didn’t want to owe Frank anything. Judith smiled and asked politely,
“What does Mr. Taylor want to eat?” Frank raised his eyes, looked



around, and then looked down at Judith. He said lightly, “Come with
me.”

Judith looked at his back helplessly. She had no choice but to follow him.
After walking for a long distance, they arrived at a breakfast diner near
Fashion Square. According to Judith’s memory, there was no this diner
so it wasn’t here until recent years. The two went in and what surprised
Judith was that there were many people in the diner and the business was
very good! The two customers by the window had just left, and the
waiter had already tidied up the table. They sat by the window. Judith
took out her phone and scanned the QR code on the table. She

looked up and asked Frank, “Mr. Taylor, what do you want to eat?”
Frank looked at her and replied, “A sandwich and a cup of milk.” Judith
looked down and ordered the food on her phone and got herself an omelet.
The food here was expensive, but the decoration was quite good! The
moment Judith lowered her head, Frank’s gaze fell on her face
involuntarily. Her long eyelashes cast a small area of shadow under her

eyes. Judith didn’t wear makeup today but her skin still looked delicate
and smooth. Nowadays, there were very few girls who did not put on

makeup. She was one of them. She looked even more attractive and
charming without makeup To Frank, she looked very like the girl in his
memory. He could not even suppress the excitement in his heart.
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Judith felt Frank’s gaze, and she was very puzzled. Frank seemed to like
staring at her. Was there anything on her face?

Well, she didn’t wear makeup today. But she was off work today, so it
shouldn’t matter. She looked up and was about to ask about it when the



waiter came over with the food they ordered. The food made Judith feel
very happy instantly! This omelet was very similar to the one made by
her mother. Frank said to the waiter, “Two more glasses of mango juice.”
“Yes, sir!” The waiter nodded.When Judith heard this, she quickly spoke,
“Sorry, Mr. Taylor, I’m allergic to mangoes.” Frank suddenly looked at
her meaningfully and continued, “Then we’ll have pineapple juice.”
Judith smiled apologetically. “Mr. Taylor, I am also allergic to

pineapples. Mr. Taylor, if you want to drink it, just order what you
want.” Frank was very excited. What a coincidence!

Jodie was also allergic to mangoes and pineapples. Jodie would come out
in a rash if she ate pineapples. Mangoes had the same effect. He took a
deep breath, suppressed his excitement, and said to the waiter calmly,
“Then a cup of

strawberry juice and a cup of orange juice.” This time, Judith did not
refuse. Frank glanced at her and lowered his head to have his breakfast.
Strawberries were Jodie’s favorite fruits. She would put strawberries into
a bowl and enjoy them happily. She liked the sweet and sour taste. Jodie
would cross the fence between the two families and bring the
strawberries to the lawn outside the villa to eat them with him. The two
of them ate silently. Frank was so excited that he did not know what to

say. Judith stayed quiet because she had nothing to say to Frank. They
were not at work so she didn’t want to talk about business. “Frank!” A
sweet voice was heard, and Frank frowned slightly. Judith glanced at
Ann, who was standing not far away. There was also a noble lady in a
light blue luxurious suit standing next to Ann. The lady was Marilyn
Lambert, the mother of Ann. Ann and Marilyn were staring at Judith and
Frank. Frank did not speak and nodded at Marilyn. E Marilyn didn’t

intend to leave easily. She smiled and walked to the two of them
elegantly. She looked down at Judith, who had her head lowered. Ann
followed Marilyn with a sad face. When she saw Judith, anger flashed in



her This woman had only been in the company for several days and had
already enchanted Frank. Marilyn looked at Judith with disdain in her
eyes and said bluntly, “Frank, did you break up the marriage between
you and Ann for this young lady?”

Judith instantly became the culprit.

Judith lowered her head. It seemed that it was not her fault that Frank had
not attended the banquet. She had happened to get into the company that
day. Frank looked at Ann coldly. When Ann met his cold gaze, she
panicked. Then, Frank turned to look at Marilyn and said indifferently,
“Mrs. Chaney, Ms.White, and I met during the morning run.We are just

having breakfast together. I won’t change my mind because of anyone
else, so you don’t have to blame any other people for the broken
marriage. “As for Ann, if she really wants to marry into the Taylor
family, Steve is also a good choice.” There was not any fluctuation in his
tone, as if the marriage had nothing to do with him.
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When Marilyn heard this, her face turned purple with anger. She took a
deep look at Judith, who was keeping her head down. Marilyn wondered
whether Frank had fallen in love with Judith as Ann said. Unconsciously,
the way

she looked at Judith became hostile. She had watched Frank grow up and

knew clearly that he was very serious about everything! If Jodie was here,
she wouldn’t have to arrange for Ann to marry Frank. Steve was a total
playboy. . Marrying Steve wouldn’t be a good choice! However, Jodie
was still missing. “How I hope that one day Jodie will suddenly appear

by my side!” Marilyn thought. Looking at Frank’s cold face, Marilyn



thought for a moment before saying earnestly, “Frank, you know that I

asked you to marry Ann for a reason. Can you just fulfill my wish?”
Frank looked down. He knew what Marilyn meant. After a while, he
looked up at Marilyn and smiled. “One day, I will find her and bring her
back.” It was a short sentence but filled with the sadness for what he had
suffered all these years. Hearing Frank’s words, Ann could not help but
tremble. She suddenly realized that Frank would only marry Jodie, not
her! She was heartbroken. Her only value to the Chaney family was to
marry Frank. If she failed to do so, in the eyes of the Chaneys, she was
nothing. “Frank!” Marilyn looked at him with pity. She also wanted to
get Jodie back. But it had almost been twenty years. Was there any hope?
“Frank, it’s impossible. Don’t be so stubborn.” Marilyn knew about his

guilt for Jodie, and she also knew that Frank had been looking for Jodie

all these years.

Jodie was lost because of him, but she did not want him to live in guilt

for the rest of his life. Finding Jodie in hundreds of millions of people
was like looking for a needle in a haystack. How was it possible? Frank

did not speak. He looked at Judith and curled his lips into a shining smile.
Perhaps Jodie was right in front of them! Marilyn noticed Frank’s gaze
and suddenly smiled. “Frank, I still have some matters to deal with in my
company. I will arrange to meet with your parents another day to discuss
the wedding between you two. I hope you will take it into serious
consideration.” After saying that, Marilyn took Ann away. Before they
left, Ann glanced at Judith coldly.

At least, before Judith appeared, Frank was neither hostile nor friendly to
her, but he did not ignore her.

But now, he did not even want to see her. As to Judith, she did not say
anything but buried her head in the food. She was very calm as if she did

not care about what Marilyn and Ann had said. But she had kept it in



mind. The obvious hostility from Marilyn and Ann made her very

uncomfortable!, This kind of coincidence rarely appeared, but it appeared
twice on her. It was all related to Ann! Frank looked at her calm face

and sat up straight. He smiled and asked, “Is there anything you want to
ask?” Judith looked up at his handsome face. He was smiling
mischievously. She pursed her lips slightly and said in a moderate speed,
“What does Mr. Taylor want to hear?” Ask him if it was because of her

that he did not discuss the wedding between him and Ann. Or had she
deliberately appeared on the road to seduce him?
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Frank smiled. He looked down and watched her cutting the sausage into
pieces. He said in a clear voice, “Since Ms. White doesn’t have any

questions, I have one. May I ask, where is your hometown?” Judith
looked at him with doubt. After hesitating for a moment, she asked,
“Why would you want to know?” Adam had deleted the records of her

address and surname so that the Coopers would not be able to find her.
Frank knew the Cooper family. At the moment, he was looking at her
leisurely with his deep eyes fixed on her face. Judith found his sharp eyes
were quite intimidating. She looked out the window and avoided Frank’s

gaze. But even so, she could clearly feel that Frank’s gaze was still on
her face. She was quite nervous because of that. “Is it too private?”
Frank didn’t intend to let her go.

He could feel that she was nervous when she heard his question.

For ordinary people, this was a very normal question, but for Judith, it
was difficult to answer. At least for now, she didn’t want the Cooper
family to discover her identity. Judith withdrew her gaze at the window



and boldly looked into his eyes. She smiled and spoke calmly, “No. grew
up in Mayfield.” Hearing her answer, Frank felt somewhat relieved.

Gary had come back overnight and was already investigating the Cooper
family. They would soon find out the identity of the girl who appeared
seven years ago. Frank leaned forward a little. Judith could smell a
pleasant scent from his body, which was faintly enveloping them. She
was a little nervous. Frank didn’t smoke and seldom drank. What he did

most in his spare time was study. He was also different from those

spoiled brats who loved to spend the nights in nightclubs. He would only
go to karaoke with the employees after dining together. To all the
unmarried girls in Mayfield, Frank was undoubtedly the golden bachelor.
“So you are from Mayfield.” Frank wanted to ask more, but he had to
stop. He couldn’t scare her and ruin everything. He said in a gentle tone
as he smiled at her. “Let’s eat.” Judith nodded slightly. She was very
puzzled by Frank’s words and wondered why he asked that. She had
eaten very quickly. Every minute with Frank was a torment for her. She
had only stayed with him for half an hour, but she felt it was like ages. At
this moment, the scene of Eric’s piano competition was replayed on the
TV. Eric’s voice attracted Judith. Looking at Eric’s handsome face, she
could not help but smile happily. Lucas loved reading and playing on the
computer, and Emily liked drawing. She was proud of them! Noticing
her smile, Frank also followed her gaze to the TV on the wall. However,
the camera had cut to the emcee. Frank withdrew his gaze and looked at

her. Seeing that both of them had eaten a lot, he curled his lips in
satisfaction and smiled. He felt quite enjoyed in the atmosphere.
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Frank suddenly asked calmly. “What do you plan to do this weekend?”. Frank
wanted to stay with Judith, if possible. Looking at her, his mood was inexplicably
good. At the same time, Frank’s heart was also tormented. He was urgently



waiting for Gary’s message. Frank thought, “Gary’s work efficiency is getting
lower and lower these days.” In fact, it was only ten o’clock. Gary had just gotten
off the plane not long ago. It was Frank who was too anxious. If Gary, who was so
busy at the moment, knew what Frank was thinking, he would definitely scold
Frank in his heart. Judith thought for a moment and replied, “I want to look for a
suitable house for my family to live in. I want to bring them to Mayfield.” “Is it
because I suddenly transferred you back to the headquarters?” Frank suddenly
felt a little guilty. His deep gaze swept past Judith’s smiling and peaceful face.
When Judith was at work, she looked capable and experienced. She was always
natural and calm. When Judith was off duty and was dressed in casual clothes,
she looked pure and lovely! Judith had been living in Kimshire for a long time.
Now Frank suddenly asked her to work in Mayfield. It must be difficult for her to
adjust. Judith smiled. “It is part of the reason. Also, I grew up in Mayfield. So I will
feel more at ease returning to my hometown.” The Cooper family was here. Not
only did Judith want to take revenge, but she also wanted to find out her
background. She was taken away by the Cooper family, and her parents might
have been looking for her all these years. “L…” Frank was about to speak when
Judith’s phone sang. Judith looked at Frank apologetically and got up to answer
the phone. The call was from Adam. Judith smiled and asked, “Morning! Adam,
have you had breakfast?” From the other end came Adam’s lazy voice, “Not yet.
We were waiting for you to come over and have breakfast together!” Judith
smiled and said, “As soon as I heard your voice, I knew that you must be still in
bed. I had already had breakfast. I’m at the Era Plaza. Do you want to come out or
do you want me to send you some breakfast? Wait. If I send you the breakfast, it
will have gone cold when it reaches your company. It won’t taste good then.”
Adam was instantly elated when he heard that Judith offered to send him
breakfast. However, Judith’s last sentence made him grit his teeth. “How can you
do that to me? You’ve had your breakfast and you don’t care about mine!” Adam’s
gentle voice was filled with grievance. Judith had known Adam for many years
and knew that he would never be angry with her. Judith’s tone suddenly became
serious. “Adam, if you are tired, you can rest for a day. You can go out with me
tomorrow.” Judith knew that Adam was very busy at work. “No, I don’t want you
to go alone. You look too innocent and naïve. I will be distressed if you are
cheated. Wait for me at Fashion Square for a while. I will be there soon.” Before
Judith could answer, Adam hung up the phone. Judith shook her head in
resignation. She walked to the table and looked at Frank, who was wearing white
sportswear. His slender legs were crossed and he looked elegant and noble.
Frank was looking out of the window. Judith smiled politely at Frank. “Mr. Taylor,
I’ll have to go now. See you on Monday!” “Alright!” Frank nodded indifferently,
his handsome face filled with displeasure. When Judith’s figure disappeared, the
corners of Frank’s mouth curled into an evil smile. There
were incomprehensible emotions in his eyes. Frank thought, “Judy, if it really is
you, then in the future, you can only look at me. I’ll be the only man you love.”
Frank’s longing for Judy had long turned into a bone-deep love.
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Frank sat alone in the cate for a long time and did not leave. The sunlight
penetrated through the glass door and reflected on Frank’s handsome face.



He looked indifferent and lonely Frank’s eyes were slightly narrowed.
And it was impossible to tell what he was thinking at this moment.When

Frank was at work, he had something to do. On the weekend, he was left
alone. There was nothing else but loneliness accompanying him. After
sitting for more than an hour, Frank stood up and left with sharp steps.
He gripped the phone in his hand tightly, anxiously waiting for Gary’s
message. Frank had been looking for Judy for so many years. Once there
was a woman like Judy, he must find out the truth.

The Taylor family had a great influence in Mayfield. The Taylor family
had a lot of wealth and all kinds of advantages to do business. It was
difficult not to be a wealthy family Frank left the Taylor Group three
years ago and started his own company. In just three years, he had
become the most powerful of all the Taylors. Frank shocked the entire
business community. Gina had never imagined that Frank could make
such achievements. In the past, she had tried her best to suppress Frank’s
development. Now Frank was out of her control and his company was

now more powerful than Carlos’s current company. Gina could no longer
sit still. She had attacked Frank many times, but Frank survived. The
Taylor family had two buildings and the two buildings were not far apart.
One of them was Carlo’s new company named the Gita Group. The name
was what Gina strongly requested after marrying into the Taylor family
and giving birth to Steve. Today was the weekend, but Gina and Steve
did not rest. To make Steve as outstanding as Frank, Gina would
supervise him to learn from business experience. In the bright and
majestic president office of the Gita Group. The decoration style of the
office showed the high-end image and atmosphere of the company. It
was also the exquisite office space for the president to enjoy privately.
Steve looked at the situation of the stock market by the computer, Gina
walked in from outside.

She was dressed in a red dress and looked noble.



Gina raised her head and looked at Steve. Her sharp eyes softened when
she looked at her son. “Steve, come here.”

“Mom, you are back.” Steve quickly got up and walked over, He smiled
and asked, “How is it? Have you arranged everything?” Gina gave a
strange smile. A trace of slyness flashed across her elegant face. “There
will be a banquet at Minston Hotel in a few days. Frank and Ann will be
there. Ann is determined to marry Frank. We will make her wish come

true.”

“I know you can manage to do whatever you want. It’s a pity that seven
years ago, that woman went to the wrong room. Otherwise, how could

Frank have such achievements today?” Steve had a gloomy expression
on his face. Frank had made him almost breathless. Frank ran the
clothing company very well. The other businesses that belonged to Frank
also gradually surpassed the Gita Group under his management. Gina
sneered a few times. She looked out the window coldly. “At least Ann is
under our control. Rather than letting other women marry Frank, why
don’t we find a woman we can control?” Gina’s eyes flashed with
viciousness. The properties of the Taylor family must belong to them.
Frank must disappear.
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“Mom, I think it’s a great idea! So, shall we do that?” Steve said with an evil smile.
His eyes glowed with fierceness. But soon, the glint of fierceness faded out in his
eyes once Steve thought of his defeats with Frank for so many years This time,
Steve felt confident of the result. He must win over Frank. Gina proudly raised
her eyebrows and narrowed her eyes. “I heard Frank promoted a girl to be the
new design director recently, and he treats her well. Mommet Mrs. Chaney and
Ann on her way back to the company. Ann told her that they had breakfast
together this morning. ” It’s odd. Frank always keeps himself away from women.
We have to be careful.” After that, Steve lost in thought. His eyes narrowed into
slits, and suddenly, he sneered, “Ann deliberately told you this. She is clearly



driving a wedge between Frank and us.” “Steve, you are wrong. That girl is smart.
She knows we want her to marry Frank, so she wants us on her side to hate the
new design director.” Gina said lightly. She slit her eyes into shrewdness. The evil
smile again appeared on Steve’s face. His pair of almond eyes gleamed with a
touch of contempt. “Well, she’s indeed smart. If she was not the adopted
daughter of the Taylor family, I would have married her. You know, the Chaney
family is prestigious in Mayfield.” Frank always looked intimidating, and people
could feel his forceful vibe within three feet. But strangely, Ann fell head over
heels in love with Frank. Instead, she turned a cold shoulder to Steve. At the
thought of this, an impulse of anger arose in Steve. Steve suddenly had a
self-satisfied smirk on his face. When he thought of Frank’s angry and helpless
face a few days later, Steve felt exhilarated. Gina gave him a cold glare and said
in a sharp voice, “Steve, it doesn’t matter if you say the words in front of me. But
you better keep them in this room. An adopted daughter is still a member of the
Chaney family. In Mayfield, Ann is still known as the Chaney family’s eldest
daughter. They will accept you if you marry Ann, but unfortunately, Ann doesn’t
like you at all.” “Mom! I don’t need more insults, okay?” Steve had a displeased
expression on his face. Gina’s words stirred a wave of anger inside him. Was there
something wrong with Steve? He was charming and loaded. In Steve’s eyes, he
was out of Ann’s league, so Ann didn’t get a say. Gina gave a knowing smirk as
she looked at her son. Gina’s every move spoke for elegance. “Kid, I’m your mom,
so I should be honest with you. You are the future president of Gita Group, so
naturally, others will brown nose you. Only your mom will give you a wake-up call.
Let’s pack up. We have to go!” Gina got up and walked out with her luxurious
handbag. Steve sullenly got up to turn off the computer and packed his stuff.
Rows of tall buildings and streams of colorful lights undulated through the city.
The sky was wide, dotted with a bright moon and flickering stars. Rows of
lampposts lined up the street. The bright light shone through the trees along
with the street and cast shadows all over the ground. Judith and Adam rambled
along while enjoying the beef skewers in their hands. Judith complained, “Adam,
having money to buy a house doesn’t change anything. We have been looking for
a house this whole day, but we found nothing suitable so far.”
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Adam glanced sideways at her with a gentle smile, and his eyes crinkled
into a crescent. One wouldn’t notice the cunning hidden behind his smile
if they didn’t look closely. “Judy, buying a house is a big deal. We have

to choose carefully, and I have asked my friends for help. He will call me
once he finds the right offer. Relax! We will find our dream house.”
Adam patted his chest and promised Judith.



Judith pursed her lips and looked at Adam through the eyes of gratitude.
“Thank you! Adam, you’ve been with me all day. It must be tough for
you, right?”

Adam laughed it off. Unfortunately, Judith was grateful to him, but not
out of love. “Why are you laughing?” Judith glared at him. Did she say
anything funny? But it had been a long time since Judith saw Adam’s

smile in this way, When Adam was at work, he was as cold-blooded as
Frank. Adam was determined and had great insight. He had made his
company a Kimshire’s business empire just in a few years. But around
Judith, Adam acted like a boy who protected his little sister well. Adam
reached out his hand and gently wiped the oil stains off Judith’s mouth.
“Look at you! You eat like Emily! It’s all over your mouth!” Judith
pointed at the skewers in the yellow paper bag and whined, “It’s their
faults.” Adam beamed at her. He knew that was the girl she loved, and
Judith was cute even she was whining. Judith tilted her head and glared
at him. She flipped out and shouted, “Wait, Adam! Are you saying that
you dislike me?” Adam was startled by Judith’s roar, and he quickly
looked around. They had attracted to the passers-by. People might think
there was just another couple who were bickering on the street. “Hey!
Won’t you mind keeping your voice down? People might think that I’m

bullying you.” “You did bully me, didn’t you?” She raised her eyes to
look at Adam, a trace of sadness flashing through her clear and bright
eyes. That brought Adam nowhere out. “When did I bully her? Why

didn’t I know that?” Adam suddenly stopped. The dazzling light shone
on his face, adding more charm to his beautiful outline. He quickly
explained, “Judy, I didn’t. When did you become so petty?” “Well! A
second ago,” Judith replied to him confidently. Adam snorted and strode

forward angrily. Judith widened her eyes in surprise as Adam left. It
wasn’t the way she wanted. She chased after Adam and asked, “Why are

you angry? When did I piss you off?” “Well! A second ago,” Adam
imitated her tone and retorted back. “Hey!” Judith felt humiliated.



“Adam, you are petty. Are you taking revenge on me?” Her eyes moved
nimbly, and she was close to tears. Passers-by caught a glimpse at the
fighting couple and turned their heads around from time to time. Adam
broke out into laughter as he looked into Judith’s eyes, which were
shining like a sparkling star, clear like a rippling stream, and pure like
sunshine. Sometimes Adam, couldn’t control himself and bullied her. But
when he saw Judith’s puppy eyes, Adam didn’t have the heart to do it.
“Still laughing?” Judith glared at him. Judith was well-arranged and
outstanding at work.

When she was with Adam’s kids, she was gentle and childish. That was
the typical Judith. Sometimes, she whined like a baby, and sometimes,
she laughed like crazy. She loved to be the authentic Judith. Aright, stop.
Finish your skewers! It won’t be good if they get cold later. I’ll pick you
up tomorrow morning. Let’s continue after breakfast.” Adam urged.
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